The relationship of the human glutathione S-transferase P1 polymorphism and chemotherapeutic sensitivity in head and neck squamous carcinoma.
GSTP1, which encodes GSTPi, has a polymorphic site at codon 105 (exon 5), where an adenosine-to-guanine (A-G) transition causes an isoleucine-to-valine substitution (I105V). Recent studies have found that subjects with the valine allele display a significantly lower enzyme activity and less effective capability of detoxification. We hypothesized that head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) might respond differently to chemotherapeutic agents, especially cisplatin (CDDP) because of the presence of GSTP1 I105V polymorphism. Seventeen types of HNSCC cell lines were investigated with the MTT method, western blot, RT-PCR and direct sequence to examine the relationship between the sensitivity to CDDP and expression of GSTPi. There was a significant degree of difference in cell death among each cell line in the sensitivity test with CDDP, however, we did not find differences in the band density of the protein and mRNA expression levels of GSTPi. In the direct sequence examination we detected 4 subjects heterozygous of polymorphism GSTP1. The frequency was 23.5% in the 17 cell lines examined, and all 4 subjects showed a good response to CDDP treatment. A heterozygous polymorphism might alter the function of the GSTPi due to significantly lower enzyme activity and less effective capability of detoxification. Two other subjects which showed a good response to CDDP treatment did not show any polymorphism. These results indicated that there is another locus that reduces GSTPi activity, and that the mechanisms of CDDP resistance was multifactorial. Further study is required to conclude whether the GSTP1 I105V polymorphism might be useful as a predictive marker for multi-drug resistance.